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PrimeDSS

Helping the European Seafood Helping the European Seafood 
Industry to make better business Industry to make better business 

decisionsdecisions
 PrimeDSS Decision Support Tools

 http://www.dss.primefish.eu

 Please create a login and experience the tools

 Your feedback is of  value to us

decisionsdecisions



The PrimeFish Decision 
Support Framework is the 
main durable output of 
PrimeFish

It contains our collected 
and digested knowledge 

PrimeDSSMethods

PrimeDSF (Wiki)

It contains our collected 
and digested knowledge 
of all things relevant for 
decision making 

PrimeDSF is meant to be 
public and is accessible 
via the Wiki

Models

http://www.dsf.primefish.eu/wiki/PrimeFish_Wiki
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PrimeDSS and its benefits

PrimeDSS is a 
decision support 
system for industry 
and policy makers
It addresses company, 
product and market 

PrimeDSS

Success and failure 
stories

Competitive position 
analyser

Product development – what has worked and 
what hasn’t

Detailed benchmarking of own performance 
against national and regional competition

Prediction of market behaviour
Auto-

adaptive 
content

Type

EU

NO, IS, 
FO, ES, 

Seed 
data

product and market 
risks and is especially 
useful for SMEs

analyser

Value chain analyser

Growth risk analyser

Willingness to Pay

Product success check

against national and regional competition

Market success – case studies of how others have 
persisted on the market

Price development prediction based on observed 
“boom and bust” cycles

Calculation of willingness to pay based on 
primary and secondary product attributes

Identifying the concrete consumer segments per 
product attribute 

FO, ES, 
CA, VN

EU, CA, 
VN

UK, FR, 
ES, IT, 

DE

DE, ES, 
IT, FR

UK, FR, 
ES, IT, 

DE



Success and Failure stories

 Innovation is seen as a key pathway to creating and 
sustaining competitive advantage at the firm level as 
well as stimulating wider economic growth

 Tool in Brief

 You can add a story (which needs to be approved)

 You can view the status of  your story submissions

 You can read the latest stories

 You  can search for stories by selecting specific 
attributes
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Competitive Position Analyser

 Competitiveness: 
 “the set of  institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of  

productivity of  a country” (World Economic Forum)

 Tool in Brief Tool in Brief
 Company profile: Editable information on user’s company
 FACI (Fisheries & Aquaculture Competitiveness Index): Evaluate a firm’s 

competitiveness
 Aquaculture
 Wild fish

 Search parameters
 Results: 

 Firm to National comparison
 National level comparison 
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Value Chain Analyser

 Identifying strategies to compete in consolidated fisheries sectors 
including access-barriers facing new entrants and potential exit or 
growth strategies for existing value-chain entities.

 Tool in Brief
Report generator: generate customized value chain reports for the  Report generator: generate customized value chain reports for the 
different species

 CR4 Charts: current industry data and displays a timeline of  
measurements of  the market shares of  the four largest firms 

 GSI Map: Global Salmon Initiative members and non-members progress 
toward ASC certifications

 Value Add Calculator: help cod processors find the optimum combination 
of  products based on their own costs, processing yields and market 
assessments
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Value Chain Analyser: Report generator

 The Report Generator module allows you to create a detailed 
report of  the value chains of  Cod, Herring, Salmon, Sea 
Bass/Bream, Trout and Pangasius. You can start by adding Bass/Bream, Trout and Pangasius. You can start by adding 
sections to you report. You can also order them to your 
preference by dragging any section after it is added.
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Value Chain Analyser: GSI Map

 The VCA GSI map displays the Global Salmon Initiative 
members and non-members progress toward the BAP, 
GlobalGAP, ASC and FoS certification
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Value Chain Analyser: Value Add Calculator

 The VCA Value Add Calculator is a tool designed to help cod 
processors find the optimum combination of  products based 
on their own costs, processing yields and market 
assessments.assessments.
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Growth Risk  Analyser

 Price Development Prediction: Short term predictive tool of  
pricing trends based on a time series of  24 – 36 (36 
recommended) data inputs for attributes such as profit per 
month, average sales, revenue, etc.month, average sales, revenue, etc.

 Tool in Brief
 You can upload data using a csv file
 You can manually input a time series of  data
 You can calculate the forecast based on those input numbers
 The results will display 3 graphs:

 Real values aligned against a trend line
 Confidence level of  input values
 GRA Forecast of  the trend over the next 12 months
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Willingness to Pay

 Willingness To Pay is the result of  a methodology called “choice 
modelling”, where consumers participating in an online experiment 
have indicated their preference on a set of  goods. While choosing 
one alternative instead of  another, consumers indicate their one alternative instead of  another, consumers indicate their 
preference on a fish species (e.g., cod), and on a particular 
combination of  attributes: price, production method, presentation, 
sustainability and nutrition.

 Tool in Brief
 Input various Product Attributes: country, species, production 

method, presentation and sustainability/nutrition
 Results display what a customer is willing to pay based on the 

input attributes
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Product Success Check

 The Product Success Check Tool, based on the Success Analysis 
Model, uses a regression algorithm to calculate, based on your input 
attributes and market research, the best matching consumer profile 
for your product alongside useful information about the target 
demographics of  your product, allowing you to make informed demographics of  your product, allowing you to make informed 
decisions and avoid major pitfalls when planning your product 
launches.

 Tool in Brief
 It is required to select the product attributes
 It is optional to select various marketing
 It is optional to select a product presentation
 After running the tool, the results will display the best matching 

customer profile based on the input attributes chosen
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Thank you for your attention

 PrimeDSS Decision Support Tools
http://www.dss.primefish.eu http://www.dss.primefish.eu

 Please create a login and experience the tools

 Your feedback is of  value to us



THANKS FOR YOUR THANKS FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION


